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On October 20, 2020, we arrived at the St. Croix 
County courthouse to commence a civil jury trial 
for a slip-and-fall case in which we represented a 
defendant bank where one of the plaintiffs alleged 
she fell due to dangerous ice conditions. We carried, 
along with the standard trial equipment, masks and 
a list of novel courtroom procedures provided to 
us by the Court. 2020 was an unprecedented year 
for most of the global population, with COVID-19 
bringing most facets of life to a standstill, and 
Wisconsin courts were not impervious to the 
impacts of COVID. In writing this article, we hope 
to share our experience of trying a case to a jury in 
the midst of the pandemic and to provide insight 
into what trials might look like moving forward, 
as courts attempt to balance their inevitably busy 
calendars and the need to implement COVID safety 
precautions.

On March 22, 2020, the Wisconsin Supreme Court 
issued orders postponing jury trials, temporarily 
suspending in-person proceedings statewide (with 
limited exceptions) and requiring the rescheduling 
of countless trials. Courts were required to 
utilize technology platforms in lieu of in-person 
appearances. On May 22, 2020, the Supreme Court 
extended the March order, including the suspension 
of all civil and criminal jury trials, until the chief 
judge of the judicial district approved an “operational 

plan” submitted by 
the circuit court. The 
St. Croix County 
Circuit Court was 
proactive, submitting 
an operational plan in 
June of 2020, which 
was approved the same 
month, allowing jury 
trials to resume on July 
1, 2020. 

Although the St. Croix 
County Circuit Court 
had briefed the parties 
on a number of the measures it had implemented 
as part of its operational plan at the telephonic 
pre-trial conference, it was unclear exactly what a 
trial would look like under the COVID protocols. 
While some changes were to be expected, others 
were more surprising. The first thing we noticed 
while setting up the courtroom was that the room 
was quite cold. This was apparently due to a 
revamped air ventilation system in the courthouse, 
that allowed for completely new air to be circulated 
every 30 minutes. 

The courtroom was arranged to maintain appropriate 
social distancing between all individuals as much 
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as practicable. The jury box had been reconfigured 
and was able to accommodate a 12-person jury 
with six feet of space between all jurors. Although 
we were asked to conduct as much of our trial 
activities at counsel table as possible, the need to 
lay foundation for exhibits, hold sidebars with the 
judge, and perform other trial activities resulted in 
the attorneys leaving counsel table frequently.

Although there has been some curiosity as to the 
physical layout of the courtroom, the most frequent 
questions we are asked about the trial have to do 
with the impact the mask-wearing requirements had 
on jury selection, in-court examinations, and the 
ability to gauge jurors’ reactions to testimony and 
opening and closing statements. Jurors, courthouse 
personnel, and counsel were required to wear a 
mask at all times in the courtroom, and jurors were 
also required to wear masks during breaks and 
deliberations. This was true even while counsel 
was conducting opening and closing arguments 
and witness examinations. Given the importance 
of the jury being able to judge the credibility of 
all witnesses, including the parties, and for the 
attorneys to adapt trial strategy as necessary based 
on juror reactions to the testimony being elicited, 
we had concerns that the mask-wearing requirement 
might impede our ability to present our case most 
effectively. The most challenging aspect of the 
mask requirement for jurors was the impediment it 
created to our ability to read reactions of the jurors 
to voir dire questions, witness testimony, opening 
statement and closing arguments.

During voir dire, it was difficult to assess a juror’s 
demeanor as he or she answered a question, and 
we made our jury strikes without the benefit of 
being able to see facial expressions. Until you are 
deprived of the ability to watch the reactions of 
jurors, you do not realize how important that can 
be as a trial progresses. Similarly, during witness 
examinations, non-examining counsel had to keep 
a close eye on the jurors. We had to assess how 
each juror reacted to testimony by watching their 
eyes and to rely heavily on body language, taking 
special note when jurors nodded, shook their heads, 
or crossed their arms. 

Despite the challenges discussed above, voir dire 
proceeded much the same as it did before COVID 
with one exception: Judge Scott Needham gave 
the jury an in-depth explanation of the changes 
made to the courthouse and measures that would 
be implemented during trial to ensure that everyone 
involved in the trial, including the jurors, were as 
safe as possible. 

Prior to trial, a comprehensive COVID-related 
questionnaire had been sent to all potential jurors to 
ascertain if certain members of the potential jury pool 
should be excused from service because of COVID-
related issues. After the Judge walked through the 
protective measures for the benefit of the potential 
jurors, he asked all members of the jury pool if 
they were uncomfortable with the accommodations 
and wanted to be excused due to COVID-related 
concerns. Not a single member of the pool asked 
to be excused which was no doubt due to the 
comprehensive COVID-related questionnaire that 
had already been sent out. There is some question 
as to whether this questionnaire impacted the jury 
pool and whether a jury without an expressed 
concern over COVID is a representative sample of 
the community. This is particularly notable given 
the polarization of ideologies and opinions as it 
relates to COVID and COVID precautions. What 
we did find surprising was that all age ranges were 
represented in our jury. 

During the remainder of his explanation regarding 
COVID safety measures, Judge Needham explained 
the updated ventilation system and pointed out the 
plexiglass around the witness stand. He stated, 
consistent with the Wisconsin Supreme Court Order, 
that witnesses would not wear masks during their 
testimony so that the jury could gauge credibility, 
but that otherwise, everyone would wear a mask 
at all times. He explained to the jury that judging 
credibility was an important part of their fact-finding 
task and that only through seeing a witness’s facial 
expressions was this possible.

That jurors were able to observe the full facial 
expressions of the trial witnesses was a benefit to the 
presentation of our case, which included emotional 
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witness testimony. Had the faces of the witnesses 
been obstructed by masks, we felt that some of the 
impact of the testimony would have been lost on the 
jurors and, as a result, we may not have observed 
some of the more obvious juror reactions indicative 
of the jury’s sentiment. For example, one plaintiff 
cried during her testimony, and another became 
visibly angry. We were able to observe a number 
of the jurors tilting their faces to the ceiling and 
others crossing their arms throughout these portions 
of the witnesses’ testimony, indicating to us that 
reiterating the testimony during closing would be 
beneficial to our case. 

During deliberations, the jury was escorted to a 
large room in the jail. This was so that the jurors 
could deliberate together in a single room while 
maintaining appropriate social distancing, but 
it also allowed the courtroom to be utilized for 
other cases during deliberation, as it was the only 
operational courtroom in the building. During 
breaks in trial, the jurors were not removed to the 
jail but, rather, were split into four or five groups, 
with each group placed in a separate room adjacent 
to the courtroom. From the outside looking in, the 
jury appeared to be functioning as usual during 
deliberation. The jury deliberated for about three 
hours and sent questions to Judge Needham as it 
would under normal circumstances. 

Ultimately, no attorney can predict the outcome 
of a jury trial with complete certainty. Verdicts 
are dependent on the jury’s ability to fully observe 
as well as listen to witnesses and counsel. How a 
jury is reacting during the course of trial provides 
information useful for the trial lawyer in determining 
points of emphasis, and whether there is a need to 
adjust strategies during trial. Even though some 
of the more subtle juror reactions were lost due 
to the masks, we were still able to read the jurors’ 
body language and use it to build an effective and 
impactful closing argument, ultimately enabling 
us to secure a favorable verdict. Trying cases 
under COVID restrictions presents some unique 
challenges, but effectively trying cases under these 

conditions is certainly achievable, especially if 
judges exercise their discretion to permit witnesses 
to testify without wearing masks and counsel takes 
special care to observe the jury.
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